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Plant populations show phenotypic diversity, which may be caused by genetic and epigenetic variation. It has recently been shown that new epigenetic variants are generated at a higher rate than genetic variants and several studies have shown that epigenetic variation can be influenced by the environment. Although the heritability of environmentally induced epigenetic traits has gained increasing interest in past years, it is still not clear whether and to what extent induced epigenetic changes have a role in ecology and evolution. Some reports on model and nonmodel species support the possibility of adaptive epigenetic alleles, indicating that epigenetic variants are subject to natural selection. However, most of these studies rely solely on phenotypic data and no information is available about the underlying mechanisms. Thus, the role of inherited epigenetic variation for plant adaptation is unclear and further investigations are required to gain insights into the significance of epigenetic variation for ecological and evolutionary processes. Here, we review mechanisms of epigenetic regulation, epigenetic responses to environmental challenges, their inheritance, and their implication for adaptation and plant evolution.

Not too long ago, most biologists believed that all characteristics displayed by organisms were encoded in the sequence of its DNA molecule(s). In his book *On the Origin of Species*, Charles Darwin proposed that natural selection leads to the “preservation of favourable variations and the rejection of injurious variations” (Darwin 1859). The origin of this variation, however, was far less clear, leading Darwin to conclude that “our ignorance of the laws of variation is profound” (Darwin 1859). Since modern evolutionary synthesis, phenotypic variation is understood to stem from genetic differences among the individuals of a population (Huxley 1942). During the last two decades, however, it has become increasingly clear that mechanisms that do not affect the nucleotide sequence of the genome can cause new phenotypes. This epigenetic variation, whereby epigenetics refers to the “study of mitotically and/or meiotically heritable changes in gene expression that occur without a change in DNA sequence” (Riggs et al. 1996), contributes to phenotypic diversity in addition to genetic variation. Much of our knowledge about the mechanisms of epigenetic inheritance has been gained from studying inheritance in cell lineages within an organism, that is, addressed mitotically heritable states of gene expression. More interesting from an ecological or evolutionary perspective is the possibility that epigenetic variation may be transmitted across generations, that is, it is meiotically heritable. If an epigenetic variant, or epiallele, has a phenotypic effect and is—more or less stably—inherited to the progeny, it is referred to as an epimutant. Such epialleles contribute to the phenotypic diversity of a population and, hence, may have a role in adaptation and evolution. Moreover, the formation of certain epialleles may be triggered by the environment, as suggested in several recent plant studies (Molinier et al. 2006; Hauben et al. 2009; Boyko et al. 2010; Kathiria et al. 2010; Lang-Mladek et al. 2010; Verhoeven and van Gurp 2012). If such effects last for several generations, the modern evolutionary synthesis will have to be expanded. Ernst Mayr proposed the concept of “soft inheritance” (Mayr and Provine 1980; Mayr 1982), whereby phenotypes can be modified by the environment and transmitted to the next generation. At the molecular level, such soft inheritance could be explained by the transgenerational inheritance of epialleles.

Although transgenerational epigenetic inheritance has attracted much interest in the scientific literature and popular press, it remains a controversial area of biology (see, e.g., Cloud 2010; Hauser et al. 2011; Paszkowski and Grossniklaus 2011; Daxinger and Whitelaw 2012; Pecinka and Mittelsten Scheid 2012). Here, we review selected studies on the origin of plant epialleles, their heritability, and the impact of the environment on the plant epigenome. We briefly describe these studies—as well as unpublished work from our laboratory on experimental and natural populations—and discuss the potential role of epigenetic variation in adaptation and, thus, their contribution to ecological and evolutionary processes.

**THE MOLECULAR BASIS OF EPIGENETIC VARIATION**

Epigenetic processes can stably alter transcriptional activities, and thus traits, independently of the DNA sequence. Several biochemical mechanisms that underlie epigenetic processes have been discovered that lead to changes in DNA methylation and/or histone modifications and can involve certain classes of small RNAs (Jablonka and Raz 2009; Law and Jacobsen 2010). In
plants, DNA methylation (the addition of a methyl group to a cytosine residue resulting in 5-methylcytosine) is found in three sequence contexts: CG, CHG, and CHH (in which H = A, T, C). The DOMAINS REARRANGED METHYLTRANSFERASE2 (DRM2) catalyzes de novo DNA methylation in all sequence contexts and maintains asymmetric CHH methylation. Small RNAs target DRM2 to homologous genomic DNA sequences for cytosine methylation by the RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway (Henderson and Jacobsen 2007; Matzke et al. 2009). Symmetric CG methylation is maintained by METHYLTRANSFERASE1 (MET1) that recognizes hemimethylated CG sites after DNA replication. The maintenance of symmetric CHG methylation involves the reinforcing interplay of DNA methylation and histone modifications. CHG methylation is catalyzed by the plantspecific CHROMOMETHYLASE3 (CMT3), which recognizes methylated tails of histone H3 (H3K9me2) through its chromodomain. CHG methylation, in turn, is bound by the SRA-domain of the H3K9me2 methyltransferase KRYPTONITE (KYP), leading to the reestablishment of H3K9me2 and CHG methylation after each cell division. Cytosine methylation is a stable mark that is important for diverse epigenetic phenomena, including the repression of transposon activity, genomic imprinting in mammals and plants, and X-chromosome inactivation in mammals. In Arabidopsis, DNA methylation in all three sequence contexts occurs primarily at transposons and repeats, in which it is associated with H3K9me2 and leads to transcriptional silencing (Bernatavichute et al. 2008). In addition, approximately one-third of the transcribed genes have DNA methylation, which is restricted to the GC context, in their gene bodies (Zhang et al. 2006; Zilberman et al. 2007).

Several recent reviews have classified epigenetic variants using characteristics such as origin (naturally occurring or environmentally induced epialleles), purity (independent vs. dependent of genetic variation), and causality (observable vs. no observable phenotype) (Hauser et al. 2011; Paszkowski and Grossniklaus 2011; Becker and Weigel 2012). A famous example of a naturally occurring, heritable epimutant is toadflax, Linaria vulgaris, in which the symmetry of the flower is changed from bilateral to radial (Cubas et al. 1999). The switch to radially symmetric flowers is correlated with DNA hypermethylation and transcriptional silencing of the Lcyc gene, a homolog of the cycloidea gene from the snapdragon Antirrhinum majus. The fact that no genetic mutations were found within 10 kb of the Lcyc locus indicates that the Lcyc epiallele is a pure epimutant, that is, DNA methylation is not guided by a specific DNA sequence context; however, structural genetic variation acting in trans, or in cis at some distance from Lcyc, cannot be completely ruled out.

Further examples of naturally occurring epialleles are the Colorless nonripening (Cnr) locus in tomato (Manning et al. 2006), the transcription factor CmWIP controlling sex determination in melon (Martin et al. 2009), the FLOWERING WAGENINGEN (FWA) (Kakutani 1997; Soppe et al. 2000; Fujimoto et al. 2008, 2011) and FOLT1 loci (Durand et al. 2012) in Arabidopsis thaliana, and selected SP11 alleles at the complex S locus responsible for self-incompatibility in Brassica rapa (Shiba et al. 2006; Tarutani et al. 2010). Although no changes in the underlying DNA sequence of the Lcyc and Cnr region have been observed, the epigenetic variants at CmWIP, FWA, FOLT1, and SP11 originate from structural genetic variation. Such structural variation can act by two distinct mechanisms that cause epigenetic changes: Transposon-related sequences or small RNA loci can provide genetic information in cis or trans, respectively. The presence of a transposon or a transposon-derived sequence at the CmWIP and FWA loci is required for the initiation and spreading of DNA methylation, leading to the silencing of these genes in cis. For instance, the silenced epiallele of CmWIP is always associated with a transposon inserted downstream from the gene from which DNA methylation spreads to the CmWIP locus (Martin et al. 2009). In contrast, FOLT1 and SP11 loci are silenced by small RNAs produced from a locus in trans, which results in DNA methylation of homologous regions by the RdDM pathway. In the case of SP11, a precursor RNA is produced from the Smi locus of selected S alleles and is processed into a small RNA that can direct methylation of the SP11 promoter of some S alleles in trans. Thus, epigenetic silencing results in dominance of the SP11 allele of the S locus that transcribes the Smi gene, but silencing is only observed as long as the particular S-allele combination is present in the same cell (Tarutani et al. 2010). In contrast, a silenced FOLT1 epiallele, whose silencing was induced by small RNAs produced from a truncated paralogous locus in trans, can be segregated away from the inducing locus and remains silent (Durand et al. 2012).

Common to all epialleles discussed so far is that they result in a phenotype. However, because such unique epialleles that cause phenotypic changes can only be distinguished from genetic variants by in-depth molecular analyses, epigenetic alterations independent of observable phenotypes are now being analyzed at the genome-wide level. Several studies in nonmodel organisms have shown by methylation-sensitive amplified polymorphism (MSAP) analyses that natural populations vary more in DNA methylation than in DNA sequence, that is, their epigenetic diversity is higher than their genetic diversity (Cervera et al. 2002; Keyte et al. 2006; Salmon et al. 2008; Herrera and Bazaga 2010; Lira-Medeiros et al. 2010). In addition, DNA methylation patterns were analyzed in Arabidopsis using high-throughput sequencing of bisulfite-treated genomic DNA (BS-Seq). The methylation patterns of two parental Arabidopsis accessions are mainly inherited by the hybrid offspring (additive methylation), with the exception of altered methylation in regions that were differentially methylated in the parents (nonadditive methylation) (Greaves et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2012). This nonadditive DNA methylation in the hybrids is associated with the action of small RNAs by the RdDM pathway.

Many of the known epigenetic alterations are attributable to the interaction among divergent alleles at the same locus or other structural genetic variation acting in cis or trans, and thus are at least partly guided by DNA sequence.
However, spontaneous epigenetic changes that are independent of a specific sequence context have also been documented. Two recent reports describe the features of spontaneous epialleles arisen in a homogeneous Arabidopsis population during several generations (Becker et al. 2011; Schmitz et al. 2011). Both studies analyzed isogenic Arabidopsis plants derived by single-seed descent for 30 generations (Shaw et al. 2000) by BS-Seq and showed that the spontaneous loss or gain of methylation at cytosines occurs at a frequency of ~1000–2000 changes per generation, which is roughly three orders of magnitude greater than the occurrence of genetic mutations in the DNA sequence (Ossowski et al. 2010). Among the lines analyzed, this spontaneously generated epigenetic variation did not seem to have phenotypic consequences. It is thus not known whether it is subject to selection and contributes to adaptive processes.

**EPIGENETIC STRESS RESPONSES AND THEIR POTENTIAL INHERITANCE**

There is an increasing interest in environmentally induced epialleles, owing to their possible role in plant adaptation. As sessile organisms, plants need to adjust continuously to external stimuli and changing growth conditions. The heritability of reversible, epigenetic modifications offers an attractive possible mechanism for adaptive processes.

Environmental challenges such as stress can lead to alterations in gene expression by changes in chromatin structure at responsive genes and/or the biogenesis of small RNAs (for review, see Gutzat and Mittelsten Scheid 2012). For instance, it was shown that abiotic stress can cause the release of transgene silencing and the reactivation of endogenous heterochromatic loci in Arabidopsis (Lang-Mladek et al. 2010; Pecinka et al. 2010; Tittel-Elmer et al. 2010). Interestingly, this stress-mediated transcriptional activation is not associated with DNA demethylation or changes in repressive histone modifications, two epigenetic marks that are characteristic for the release of transcriptional gene silencing (Lang-Mladek et al. 2010; Pecinka et al. 2010; Tittel-Elmer et al. 2010). Instead, heat stress led to a dramatic reduction in nucleosome loading and affected chromatin organization (Pecinka et al. 2010). However, the observed destabilization of transcriptional gene silencing was only of transient nature and silencing was rapidly reestablished after return to optimal growth conditions (Pecinka et al. 2010; Tittel-Elmer et al. 2010).

These and many other examples of stress-induced, epigenetic modifications only result in short-term acclimation, but for an involvement in longer lasting, heritable effects, environmentally induced alterations must be inherited. Numerous reports supposedly show that stress-induced epigenetic variation can be inherited during several generations (for review, see Boyko and Kovalchuk 2011; Gutzat and Mittelsten Scheid 2012). In stressed Nicotiana tabacum and Arabidopsis plants, as well as in their unstressed progeny, homologous recombination occurs at a higher frequency than in control plants (Molinier et al. 2006; Boyko et al. 2007, 2010; Kathiria et al. 2010). Furthermore, environmentally induced changes in DNA methylation patterns and gene expression are transmitted to unstressed offspring (Hauben et al. 2009; Verhoeven et al. 2010; Bilichak et al. 2012). In several cases, plant responses to biotic stress, such as enhanced defense reactions to herbivore and plant pathogen attacks, persist in the next generation, indicating inherited resistance (Kathiria et al. 2010; Luna et al. 2012; Rasmann et al. 2012; Slaughter et al. 2012). The transmission of stress-induced stress tolerance to the progeny was impaired when the RdDM pathway was not functional (Boyko et al. 2010; Rasmann et al. 2012). The reported results suggest that the exposure of the mother plant to biotic and abiotic stresses has an influence on its progeny. However, most of the observed responses did only persist for one generation. In addition to contributing its genome, the mother plant can influence its offspring in many other ways, for example, by depositing proteins and RNAs in the gametes, contributing metabolic and hormonal information during seed development, as well as provisioning the seed with nutrients and bioactive molecules that may signal internal and external conditions.

Many of these maternal—or more generally parental—effects will not have an epigenetic basis and should be distinguished from transgenerational epigenetic inheritance, which can be inferred only if the effects are maintained for multiple generations.

In this regard, the report that a stress-induced hyper-recombination phenotype was inherited by at least four consecutive, unstressed generations raised much interest (Molinier et al. 2006). The high frequency of intrachromosomal, homologous recombination, which has an important role in maintaining genome integrity, was triggered by exposure of Arabidopsis plants to short-wavelength radiation or the bacterial elicitor flagellin. The fact that the induced phenotype was found in several successive, untreated generations excludes a parental effect from the stressed plants. However, later experiments performed in several laboratories found that enhanced homologous recombination was limited to the immediate progeny and was not maintained in subsequent generations in the absence of stress (Boyko et al. 2010; Kathiria et al. 2010). A detailed study using the same homologous recombination reporter lines as used in the original publication found only small and stochastic changes in the frequency of homologous recombination in two generations following the stress treatment (Pecinka et al. 2009). Given these divergent results and the fact that the variation among experiments was of the same order of magnitude as the effects induced by the stress treatment, it is currently not clear whether environmentally induced epigenetic variation is transgenerationally inherited.

It is clear that epigenetic variation in plants can be induced by changes in environmental conditions. The question as to whether such induced traits are inherited to subsequent generations has been addressed in several publications. However, most studies do not exclude parental effects that are not epigenetic in nature, are not sufficiently replicated to distinguish stochastic variation among experiments from real treatment effects, and/or do not support
their phenotypic analyses with molecular and genetic data (for review, see Paszkowski and Grossniklaus 2011; Pecinka and Mittelsten Scheid 2012). Thus, although the idea that epigenetic variation contributes to adaptation and is subject to natural selection is very appealing, more detailed studies are essential to show the transgenerational inheritance of environmentally induced epigenetic states.

**EPIGENETIC VARIATION IN NATURAL POPULATIONS**

Plant populations forced to adapt to different environmental conditions often show striking phenotypic adaptations. Until recently, phenotypic diversity within and among populations was thought to be attributable to genetic variation only. However, epigenetic variation may also contribute to plant adaptation and other evolutionary processes. For epigenetic variation to have an impact on the ecology and evolution of natural populations, epialleles that arise in populations must be inherited with sufficient stability.

The epialleles of *Lyc* and *Cnr* were identified in natural populations and within agricultural fields, respectively, and have been transgenerationally inherited during several generations (Cubas et al. 1999; Manning et al. 2006). Both epigenetic variants are caused by an increase in DNA methylation at the locus, leading to transcriptional silencing of corresponding genes. That epigenetic marks can be maintained during generations is critical for a potential role in evolution. DNA methylation, in particular, in the symmetric CG and CHG contexts for which maintenance mechanisms exist, could serve as such a heritable epigenetic mark. Treatment of a set of natural *Arabidopsis* genotypes with the demethylating agent 5-azacytidine had a strong effect on their phenotypic plasticity, which is the ability of an organism to alter its phenotype in response to environmental stimuli, providing the basis for the alternative phenotypes displayed by the same genotype in different environments. However, 5-azacytidine is a highly toxic compound and effects other than those on DNA methylation cannot easily be excluded in such experiments.

Broadening the search for naturally occurring epialleles revealed variation in DNA methylation patterns in several nonmodel species living in diverse natural settings (Salmon et al. 2008; Marfil et al. 2009; Herrera and Bazaga 2010; Lira-Medeiros et al. 2010; Paun et al. 2010). In these reports, cytosine methylation polymorphisms were detected using MSAP analyses that enables the sampling of information about the methylation status across the genome without prior knowledge of the genome sequence. A recent study explored the correlation between environmental factors and epigenetic variation in *Laguncularia racemosa*, a mangrove tree (Lira-Medeiros et al. 2010). *Laguncularia* occurs in two contrasting but nearby habitats, that is, riverside and salt marsh settings. Trees growing at the riverside are large and showed a higher level of DNA methylation than smaller trees from the salt marsh. Estimating population structure revealed that epigenetic variation aligned more strongly with the habitat than did genetic variation, suggesting that specific DNA methylation patterns might be linked to environmental characteristics. Further support for a correlation of DNA methylation polymorphisms with environmental parameters comes from a study on three allotetraploid sibling orchid species of the *Dactylorhiza majalis* complex (Paun et al. 2010). The three closely related but phenotypically diverse orchid species showed species-specific DNA methylation patterns. Interestingly, epigenome scans showed that particular epigenetic loci that are under selection correlate with environmental parameters, such as water availability and temperature. However, although epigenetic variation, plant phenotypes, and environmental factors are correlated, no causal relationships could be shown so far.

An additional challenge to show the role of epigenetics in the above-mentioned studies is the presence of genetic variation in natural populations and their potential, unknown influence on epigenetic variation. To determine the effect of epigenetic inheritance on evolutionary processes, genetic and epigenetic variance must be independent or at least not completely dependent on each other (Richards 2008, 2011). Hence, some studies used clones that completely lack genetic variation and were either derived from apomictic lineages (Verhoeven et al. 2010) or generated by vegetative propagation (Fang and Chao 2007; Monteuuis et al. 2008). In apomictic dandelions, *Taraxacum officinale*, environmentally induced changes in DNA methylation can be transmitted to the progeny (Verhoeven et al. 2010). The stress treatments were associated with phenotypic effects in the progeny, but they differed among genotypes and were only partly reproducible in subsequent experiments, indicating a stochastic component (Verhoeven and van Gurp 2012).

**SELECTION OF EPIGENETIC VARIANTS AND THEIR ROLE IN ADAPTATION**

The development of high-throughput sequencing methods now allows the investigation of mechanistic links between genetic and epigenetic variation in plant populations. Whole-genome BS-Seq of isogenic *Arabidopsis* plants has not only shown that epialleles occur at a much higher frequency than genetic mutations, but also that DNA methylation sites undergo frequent reversions (Becker et al. 2011; Schmitz et al. 2011). The observed metastability of epialleles suggests that many spontaneously occurring epialleles will not be stable enough to contribute to long-term evolutionary change. Clearly, the stability of a given epiallele is an important factor when considering the role of epigenetic variation in ecology and evolution. However, even epialleles that revert frequently will be subject to selection if they cause a phenotype. As long as the selective pressure exists, an epiallele providing a fitness advantage will be maintained.
in the population. Once the selective pressure is relieved, the epiallele may disappear within a few generations. Thus, owing to the high frequency at which it is generated, epigenetic variation could have a very important role in short-term adaptation. Moreover, the existence of environmentally induced, metastable epialleles creates meaningful phenotypic diversity, which might be both adaptive to the condition that induced them and stabilized by this condition (Herman and Sultan 2011). However, epialleles may also be highly stable, in which case they will behave just like genetic mutations in the mid- and long-term. One example of an extremely stable epiallele is the B\(^{'}\) allele of maize. B\(^{'}\) is an epiallele of B-I, which became transcriptionally silenced by paramutation in a trans-heterozygous interaction with a B\(^{'}\) allele (for review, see Chandler and Stam 2004). In several tens of thousands of plants analyzed to date, B\(^{'}\) was never found to revert. In addition, epialleles may become genetically assimilated, that is, stabilized by genetic mutations, in the long-term (Pál and Miklós 1999). This process is facilitated by the chemical instability of 5-methylcytosine, whose deamination forms thymine and can thus cause a transition mutation. It can be envisioned that specific epialleles may have a role in short-term adaptive processes and that they become genetically assimilated in the longer term.

Despite the potentially important role of epigenetic variation in adaptation, it has not yet been shown that epialleles are subject to selection and contribute to adaptation. We have recently combined experimental selection experiments with genome-wide BS-Seq and transcriptome studies to address this question (Heichinger et al., in prep.). A set of Arabidopsis genotypes (selected recombinant inbred lines derived from the Cape Verde Islands [Cvi] and Landsberg erecta [Ler] accessions) were tested for their response to selection in static and dynamic landscapes (Fakheran et al. 2010). Whereas in static landscapes local, nondispersed seeds were collected, in dynamic landscapes seeds dispersed at some distance from the mother plant were sampled and used to seed the next generation. Noteworthy, a strong directional selection occurred in dynamic landscapes, leading to taller, small-seeded plants after only five generations of selection (Fakheran et al. 2010). The two major genotypes that dominated the dynamic landscapes after selection, were compared by phenotypic, genomic, genome-wide BS-Seq, and transcriptome studies to their genetically identical ancestors grown in the same environment. Interestingly, flowering time and branching patterns differed significantly among genetically identical selected and ancestral lines—phenotypes that were maintained during two to three generations in the absence of selection. Although no genetic differences between ancestral and selected lines could be detected by resequencing, whole-genome BS-Seq identified \(\sim 5000\) differentially methylated cytosines (DMCs) that were identical in at least two independent selection experiments and, thus, likely represent selected DMCs or epialleles. These selected DMCs were overrepresented in genes associated with flowering time and plant morphogenesis, consistent with the heritable phenotypic changes that we observed. Moreover, genome-wide transcriptome studies showed that the expression of genes involved in the pathways regulating flowering time, plant growth, and epigenetic regulation differed between ancestral and selected lines and that differentially expressed genes were significantly enriched in selected DMCs. Thus, heritable changes in phenotype, cytosine methylation and gene expression correlate, indicating that epigenetic variation is under selection and contributes to the rapid adaptive responses of populations in selective environments.

A ROLE FOR EPIGENETICS IN POLLINATOR SPECIFICITY?

As described above, working with model organisms such as Arabidopsis has clear advantages, because it allows experiments in uniform genetic backgrounds and controlled environments. The advance of sequencing technologies allows a comprehensive comparison of the genomes, epigenomes, and transcriptomes of genetically identical plants that have a different history. However, to unravel the role of epigenetics in adaptation and evolution it will be essential to analyze environmental effects on the epigenome and the inheritance of epigenetic changes in plants growing in a real-world context.

In Southern California, the Diplacus (formerly Mimulus) species complex (Tulig and Nesom 2012), whose populations we have monitored for more than 15 years, may present such a real-world model (R Baumberger and U Grossniklaus, unpubl.). Coastal Diplacus puniceus plants produce red colored flowers (Fig. 1C) that are pollinated by the hummingbird Calypte anna, which has become abundant in the region during the last 50 years. Further inland, D. australis populations have yellow flowers that are pollinated by insects (Fig. 1E). Red and yellow flowers also differ in many other aspects of floral morphology, including corolla size, tube length, and position of the stigma (Fig. 1). In a specific region between these coastal and inland populations, plants producing orange flowers of intermediate morphology are found (Fig. 1D). These intermediate forms have been attributed to natural hybridization among these taxa and, because a range of interme-diate forms exist, to recurrent back crossing with one or the other parent (Streifeld and Kohn 2005). However, by monitoring individual plants since 1995 it became clear that individuals undergo a phenotypic transition and, during the course of 12–15 years, gradually change from producing yellow, insect-pollinated flowers to producing red, bird-pollinated flowers (Fig. 1D). As an individual maintains its genotype, this phenotypic transition must be epigenetic in nature and, because it occurs only in a specific region (transition zone, Fig. 1), the transition is likely induced by some unknown, environmental stimulus. Using crossing experiments during several generations, we have shown that the acquired epigenetic state is heritable and shows typical characteristics of an epimutation, for example, it reverts at a rate of 1%–2% (R Baumberger and U Grossniklaus, unpubl.). Because the acquired epigenetic state affects the morphology, color,
and scent of the flower and leads to reproductive isolation, it is expected to have a strong effect on population structure—including genetic and epigenetic variation—and eventually the evolutionary trajectory of these taxa.

Although we have not monitored these populations as thoroughly as those described above, nor have we performed genetic experiments, *D. australis* may have undergone a similar transition process on Santa Catalina Island. In 1951, producing red, orange, and yellow flowering plants were reported on the island (McMinn 1951), whereas in 2012 only red flowering plants (Fig. 1B) were found (R. Baumberger, unpubl.). Moreover, populations producing small red flowers were observed at Santa Susana Pass (Fig. 1A) where previously only the large, yellow or red flowered *D. longiflorus* had been recorded (McMinn 1951). Thus, it appears that several species in the *Diplacus* complex have the capability to change their floral morphology by an epigenetic process that allows them to adapt to a new pollinator. The *Diplacus* species complex may thus present a model system that will allow us to analyze epigenetic changes and their possible role in evolution at the genetic and molecular levels in a real-world setting.

**CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK**

To date, the existence of environmentally induced transgenerational epigenetic inheritance and its significance in ecology and evolution is still controversial. On one hand, certain epialleles can clearly be inherited in plants and have phenotypic effects. On the other hand, many epialleles are metastable, indicating that they might be of limited importance for ecological and evolutionary processes. The stochastic generation of epigenetic variation at relatively high frequency, however, could allow a rapid response to and be stabilized by selection. So far, most of our knowledge on epigenetic inheritance is based on studies of DNA methylation, often with material whose genetic homogeneity has not been assessed or has occurred in experiments without sufficient replication. There is a need
for highly replicated and optimally designed experiments to generate suitable material for genome-wide studies, and the potential importance of other epigenetic mechanisms has to be explored more thoroughly. In the future, it will be interesting to comprehensively identify which epigenetic marks are modified by environmental factors and whether they are indeed transmitted to the next generation.
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